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Temperature dependence of viscosity in a two-dimensional dusty plasma
without the effects of shear thinning
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An experiment was designed to measure viscosity and its temperature dependence in a two-

dimensional dusty plasma. To avoid shear thinning while maintaining a uniform temperature, the

shear flow and heating were provided separately, using different kinds of laser manipulation. The

viscosity was found to be significantly higher than that was reported in three previous experiments

most similar to ours, probably due to our avoidance of shear thinning. The viscosity increases line-

arly with the inverse temperature C, as predicted by simulations for a liquid-like strongly coupled

plasma at low temperatures. Published by AIP Publishing. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4962512]

I. INTRODUCTION

The shear viscosity is a transport coefficient for momen-

tum in inhomogeneous flows. This transport coefficient,

which is widely used to describe both plasmas and fluids,

relates two hydrodynamic quantities: shear stress and shear

rate. The shear stress Pxy is the off-diagonal element of a

pressure tensor, and the shear rate c is the transverse gradient

of the flow velocity u. For a flow in the y direction,

c ¼ @uy

@x
: (1)

The shear viscosity g relates these two hydrodynamic quanti-

ties through the constitutive relation1

Pxy ¼ �gc: (2)

In this paper, we will use Eq. (2) to determine the viscosity

with an input of experimental measurements of Pxy and c.

In a plasma, viscosity arises from Coulomb collisions

among individual charged particles. This is so for both

weakly and strongly coupled plasmas, where the particles in

a strongly coupled plasma have an interparticle potential

energy that is larger than the thermal kinetic energy. There is

a particular interest in viscosity of strongly coupled plas-

mas2,3 because they are dominated by Coulomb collisions.

Among the many types of strongly coupled plasmas, one

that is especially well suited for experiments is the dusty

plasma.4–8 It consists of three familiar components of a

plasma—electrons, ions, and rarefied neutral gas atoms—

along with small particles of solid matter. In many experi-

ments, the solid particles, which we term dust particles, are

polymer microspheres that are introduced in a weakly ionized

glow discharge plasma. A particle with a diameter of 10 lm

typically collects a negative electrical charge Q � �104 e, so

that the dust particles repel one another strongly. This repul-

sion has a large potential energy so that the collection of dust

particles represents a strongly coupled plasma. Another con-

sequence of the finite size of the dust particles is that they

scatter light efficiently, so that experimenters can image indi-

vidual particles and track them as they move about by using

video microscopy. Particle positions and velocities are

obtained by analyzing video images.9–11 These measurements

are straightforward in experiments having only a single layer

of dust particles, which is levitated electrically above a nega-

tively biased horizontal electrode.12,13 These single layers

can be prepared so that out-of-plane displacements of par-

ticles are so small that they have negligible effect on the

horizontal motion. In this sense, the dust cloud is essentially

two-dimensional (2D). Experiments with these 2D dust

clouds have verified14 that the interparticle force is consistent

with the Debye-H€uckel (Yukawa) model

Fij tð Þ ¼ �rUij tð Þ

Uij tð Þ ¼ Q2

4p�0

e�rij tð Þ=k

rij tð Þ ; (3)

where rijðtÞ is the instantaneous separation of two particles

with charge Q, and k is a screening length.

As in other strongly coupled plasmas, the particles in a

dusty plasma can behave collectively like a solid or a liq-

uid.15 Solid-like behavior occurs when the kinetic tempera-

ture of the dust particles is low, for example, near room

temperature. Under these conditions, particles arrange

themselves in a crystalline lattice.16–18 By using an auxiliary

heating to raise the kinetic temperature, this crystal can be

melted to make a liquid, in which the particles can move

about randomly to a greater extent.19–22

One kind of auxiliary heating employs laser beams

that move rapidly across the dust cloud. When a laser beam

strikes a dust particle, it applies a radiation pressure

force.23 The movement of the laser beams is accomplished

by bouncing them from scanning mirrors that are rocked

back and forth by alternating voltage waveforms. In addi-

tion to heating, which is accomplished by moving the laser

beams over the entire dust cloud,24–27 it is also possible to

direct the laser beams differently to cause a localized

flow.28–30 In this paper, we report an experiment with a 2D

dusty plasma using one pair of laser beams to heat the dust

cloud and another pair to sustain a steady shear flow. This

experimental configuration allows us to measure the vis-

cosity of the dust component using the constitutive rela-

tion, Eq. (2).
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It is desirable to measure viscosity under conditions

with a uniform temperature and a low shear rate because vis-

cosity depends on these two parameters. The temperature

dependence of viscosity can be very strong; for example, in

motor oil, g can diminish ten-fold with only a 10% increase

in the absolute temperature. Therefore, if temperature is not

uniform but varies with position in a flow, one cannot obtain

a single value for its viscosity. The other dependence of vis-

cosity, on shear rate, is a non-Newtonian property of some

fluids; this effect is called “shear thinning” if g diminishes

with increasing c.31 Shear thinning can be avoided in an

experiment by applying a small shear stress, so that condi-

tions are relatively close to equilibrium.

Previous experiments32–41 have demonstrated the use-

fulness of laser-driven shear flows for measuring viscosity in

a dusty plasma. Three experiments39–41 are most comparable

to ours because the dust cloud had only a single layer, the

kinetic temperature was well above the melting point, and

the flow pattern was straight and steady. However, no auxil-

iary heating was used in those experiments to control tem-

perature separately from the application of shear. Those

experimenters relied instead on shear-induced melting,38,42

which requires a strong shear stress that leads to both non-

uniform temperatures and shear thinning. As a result, it is

not possible to measure viscosity’s dependence on tempera-

ture separately from its dependence on shear rate. The essen-

tial problem is that the temperature and shear rate increase

together, when relying solely on shear-induced melting.

Another problem to avoid is a shear rate that is nonuniform

on the scale length of the interparticle spacing, to meet the

validity requirement of the hydrodynamic approach.1

In this paper, we report an experiment with an upgraded

apparatus allowing separate control of temperature and

shear. We use two pairs of laser beams, as compared to a sin-

gle pair or even just a single laser beam as in previous

experiments. One pair provides auxiliary heating, allowing

us to sustain a liquid with a temperature that is uniform and

adjustable. The other pair drives a steady shear flow with a

low shear rate that was nearly uniform in the measurement

region. With this laser manipulation scheme, we will mea-

sure the viscosity and its temperature dependence without

the effects of shear thinning and nonuniformities.

II. CONSTITUTIVE RELATION FOR VISCOSITY

To obtain the viscosity experimentally, using Eq. (2),

requires measuring the shear stress Pxy and shear rate c. In a

fluid such as water, it is possible to measure both quantities

using a viscometer consisting of two concentric cylindrical

surfaces in contact with the fluid: the shear stress is measured

from the torque exerted by a motor that drives a rotating cyl-

inder, while the shear rate is obtained from the difference in

rotational speeds of the cylinders.31 In a dusty plasma, how-

ever, it is not possible to make these external measurements

because the boundary of a dust cloud will never make con-

tact with a solid surface in the way that water molecules can.

What we can measure instead are the in situ particle posi-

tions and velocities, and this is done within the dust cloud’s

volume, not on its boundaries. These particle measurements

allow us to obtain hydrodynamic quantities using equations

that we list next.

In a 2D dust cloud, the areal density and the correspond-

ing Wigner-Seitz radius are

n ¼ N=A

a ¼ ðnpÞ�1=2: (4)

In our experiment, N is the number of particles counted

within a camera’s field of view (FOV), which has area A,

and both n and a are averaged over the full time duration of

an experimental run. A characteristic time scale for collec-

tive motion of the dust particles is defined by the nominal

2D dusty plasma frequency

xpd ¼ ðQ2=2p�0ma3Þ1=2: (5)

The kinetic temperature, hydrodynamic flow velocity,

and shear stress are

T ¼ m

2kB
h~vi xi; tð Þ2i; (6)

u ¼ hviðxi; tÞi; (7)

Pxy ¼
1

A

�X
i

m~vi;x~vi;y þ
1

2

X
i

X
j 6¼i

rij;yFij;x

�
; (8a)

¼ m

A

*X
i

~vi;x~vi;y þ
a3x2

pd

4

�
X

i

X
j6¼i

rij;y
rij

r2
ij

e�rij=k 1

rij
þ 1

k

� �" #
x

+
: (8b)

Here, xi and vi are the instantaneous position and velocity of

particle i, ~viðxi; tÞ ¼ viðxi; tÞ � u, and m is the particle mass.

The subscripts x and y in Eq. (8) denote vector components.

The expression in Eq. (8b) makes use of Eqs. (3) and (5). We

will compute Pxy using pairs of particles separated by a dis-

tance rij, up to a maximum radius where we cut off,

rcut ¼ 6k.

Obtaining the shear stress Pxy from experimental data

requires the particle positions and velocities, as well as the

interaction force Fij. Like previous experimenters,40 we can-

not measure this force directly; instead, we calculate it from

the particle positions using the Debye-H€uckel expression,

Eq. (3), with values for Q and k that must be obtained

empirically.

When we perform the averages in Eqs. (6)–(8) denoted

by brackets h i, we will exploit the steady straight flow con-

ditions of our experiment. These steady conditions will allow

us to average over the entire time duration of an experimen-

tal run. The spatial symmetry provided by the straight flow

allows us to average over the ignorable y direction. We do

this spatial averaging within bins centered at specified values

x, which should not be confused with the instantaneous posi-

tion xiðtÞ of a particle. After performing these averages h i,
the hydrodynamic quantities defined in Eqs. (6)–(8) will be

expressed as spatial profiles T(x), uðxÞ, and PxyðxÞ. We also

require a profile cðxÞ calculated from uðxÞ using Eq. (1).
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From the profiles for Pxy and c, we can obtain the viscosity g
using the constitutive relation, Eq. (2), rewritten as

g ¼ �Pxy=c : (9)

This viscosity describes the momentum transport for

only the dust component of the dusty plasma. Unlike a col-

loid, for example, a dusty plasma does not have a single vis-

cosity for the entire fluid. This is the case because a dusty

plasma is highly rarefied, so that dust particles are not over-

damped by friction on the other components (gas, electrons,

and ions).43 Thus, the dust particles can move collectively

with a flow velocity that is different from the average veloci-

ties of the other plasma components. This different flow

velocity means that momentum in the dust component is

described by a transport coefficient that is separate from

those of the electrons, ions, and gas. The temperature of the

dust component can also be different.

We note that Eqs. (6)–(9) convert from a particle

description to a hydrodynamic description of the dust cloud.

The validity of this hydrodynamic description and its viscos-

ity coefficient can be confirmed by examining the experi-

mental results of Ref. 44. In that experiment, it was verified

that the momentum and energy equations are simultaneously

balanced in a 2D dusty plasma with a shear flow. Our experi-

ment, reported here, should likewise have a valid hydrody-

namic description of dust momentum because we will use

weaker gradients than in Ref. 44.

In this paper, we will use several dimensionless parame-

ters. We normalize lengths by a and time by xpd. For

Yukawa systems, the screening length is often expressed as

the dimensionless screening parameter3

j ¼ a=k : (10)

In the literature for strongly coupled plasmas, the inverse

temperature is commonly expressed as the dimensionless

Coulomb coupling parameter,45

C ¼ Q2

4p�0akBT
; (11)

where C� 1 in a strongly coupled plasma. The shear rate

c can be normalized46 using the Wigner-Seitz radius a and

the thermal velocity vth ¼ ð2kBT=mÞ1=2
to give

�c ¼ cða=vthÞ : (12)

According to the simulation results of Ref. 46, significant

shear thinning will occur for �c � 0:2 in a 2D dusty plasma

such as ours. Viscosity can also be normalized, in two steps.

First, we divide viscosity by the areal mass density q ¼ mn
to yield a kinematic viscosity, which has been reported39,41

to be on the order of 1 mm2=s for 2D dusty plasmas. Second,

we divide by a2xpd, yielding

�g ¼ g=ðqa2xpdÞ; (13a)

¼ � p
Ac

*
1

xpd

X
i

~vi;x~vi;y þ
a3xpd

4

�
X

i

X
j 6¼i

rij;y

"
rij

r2
ij

e�rij=k 1

rij
þ 1

k

� �#
x

+
: (13b)

The diameter of the dust particles affects this expression

only indirectly through xpd, which is proportional to Q=
ffiffiffiffi
m
p

in Eq. (5). Usually, a particle’s charge and mass are propor-

tional to the first and third powers of its diameter, respec-

tively, so that xpd is only weakly dependent on the particle

diameter. Thus, Eq. (13b) for the normalized viscosity is not

highly sensitive to the particle size.

III. LASER MANIPULATION FOR SIMULTANEOUS
HEATING AND SHEAR

Laser manipulation serves two roles in an experiment

such as ours. It provides heating, which melts a crystal and

sustains liquid conditions. It also drives a macroscopic flow,

in which the dust particles circulate in a pattern that includes

a region of straight shear flow. As discussed above, it is pos-

sible to achieve both liquid conditions and a shear flow with

only shear manipulation, although with some limitations

since each laser beam is filling dual roles.

We next describe our experimental design, which was

specifically configured to provide improved viscosity meas-

urements through the use of separate heating and shear. To

accomplish this, we used one pair of laser beams to provide

heating as we did in Ref. 27, and we have now added a sepa-

rate pair to drive the shear, as sketched in Fig. 1. This manip-

ulation scheme allowed us to achieve the two desirable

conditions mentioned previously: a spatially uniform temper-

ature and a low shear rate.

To achieve a uniform temperature profile, the heating

laser beams were applied to a rectangular “heating region”

large enough to include the entire dust cloud, as sketched in

Fig. 2. The power of a 532 nm laser was varied up to 18 W to

adjust the temperature. This laser’s beam was split into two,

and the resulting beams were focused and then pointed by

pairs of galvanometer scanning mirrors. These mirrors tilted

back and forth in response to the voltage waveforms, causing

FIG. 1. Side-view sketch of our apparatus. To allow simultaneous heating

and shear, two lasers were used to generate two separately controlled pairs

of beams. A single layer of dust particles was levitated above the powered

lower electrode, and the particle motion was recorded by a high-speed

camera viewing from above. Optical components are: BS cube beamsplitter,

L positive spherical lens, GM galvanometer scanning mirror, M mirror at an

adjustable height, P rotatable polarizer, and CL positive cylindrical lens.

Another laser sheet, for illuminating the particles, is not shown here.
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the two heating beams to move across the dust cloud. When

a beam struck a dust particle, it imparted some momentum to

the particle, and this input of momentum was thereafter ran-

domized by collisions with other dust particles. Further

details of this heating configuration and laser beam move-

ment are described in Ref. 27.

To drive a straight and steady shear flow with the desired

low shear rate, the shear beams were shaped like horizontal

ribbons and directed onto the dust cloud in opposite direc-

tions. These shear beams were added to our apparatus espe-

cially for the experiment reported in this paper. The resulting

flow pattern, sketched in Fig. 2, consisted of three circulations

that were elongated so that the flow velocity was straight in

the gap between the beams. Microparticles located within this

gap will be of greatest interest in our analysis of viscosity.

The optics to produce the ribbon-shaped shear beams

are shown in Fig. 1. The shape of the beam was defined

before it was split. The beam was spread into a fan using a

scanning mirror GM1 operated at 30 Hz, and it was then col-

limated by a pair of convex cylindrical lenses CL. We chose

our configuration, with the scanning mirror and collimating

lenses, because we found that it resulted in a uniform laser

intensity across the ribbon’s width.

To control the shear profile precisely, three parameters

could be selected: the gap between beams, ribbon width, and

intensity. We adjusted the gap using mirrors mounted on

translation stages with motorized actuators, not shown in

Fig. 1. The width was adjusted by varying the amplitude of

the waveform applied to the galvanometer scanning mirror

GM1. The intensity was chosen by adjusting the 532 nm

laser’s power up to 500 mW. For this experiment, we chose

the gap to be 4:0 mm, the ribbon width to be 3:5 mm, and the

laser power to be 118 mW. This laser was linearly polarized,

allowing us to balance the intensity of the two shear beams

by rotating polarizers P. To align the ribbon-shaped shear

beams so that they lay in the same plane as the razor-thin

dust cloud, we adjusted each beam’s height and tilt using

two translation stages for mirrors M. The thickness of the

beams, which was fixed at 1:2 mm, was large enough to

ensure that particles were illuminated equally within a stripe

across the dust cloud.

IV. EXPERIMENT

A. Procedure

A partially ionized argon plasma was sustained using the

capacitively coupled rf power. We applied 13:56 MHz power

to a horizontal lower electrode, while the vacuum chamber,

shown in Ref. 47, served as the grounded electrode. To ensure

that it remained steady during the seven hours of observations,

the argon gas pressure was regulated at 6:0 mTorr by a feed-

back controller with a temperature-stabilized capacitance

manometer pressure sensor. During this long observation

period, although the peak-to-peak voltage on the lower elec-

trode remained steady at 112 V, the dc self-bias drifted down-

ward 8% from �75 to �69 V. Our tests suggest that this drift

might be due to a slight trend in the gas purity that occurs in

the presence of the dust, perhaps due to outgassing or

sputtering.

The dust particles were confined in a single layer. There

was no significant out-of-plane motion, which we verified

using a side-view camera. For this experiment, the particles

were melamine formaldehyde (MF) microspheres. We intro-

duced about 6000 particles using a dispenser located above

the plasma. The cloud of particles settled in a single layer,

which was confined in the radial direction to have a diameter

of about 5 cm. The manufacturer of the MF particles specified

their diameter and mass as 8:69 lm and m ¼ 5:2� 10�13 kg,

respectively.

The particle mass can diminish during the experiment,

but this has only a small effect on our result for the normal-

ized viscosity. Previous experimenters using the same kind

of MF particles48–50 have observed a mass loss during stor-

age in vacuum conditions and during exposure to a plasma.51

If this process could also result in a diminishing particle

diameter, we expect that Q would diminish in proportion.

Fortunately, for our experiment, any small changes in parti-

cle mass and charge will have little effect on our result for

the normalized viscosity, Eq. (13b), as discussed at the end

of Sec. II.

Imaging of the 2D dust cloud was performed from above

using a Phantom Miro M120 video camera at 70 frames=s.

The corresponding time interval was Dt ¼ 14:29 ms. We

recorded 4382 frames in each run.

Three kinds of runs were performed in our experiment:

crystal, shear-free liquid, and sheared liquid. Each run was

FIG. 2. Top-view sketch of the laser manipulation scheme. To achieve a uni-

form temperature, the dust cloud lay entirely within the rectangular “heating

region,” where the pair of heating beams moved back and forth. To achieve

a steady straight shear flow without shear thinning, a shear laser operating at

a low power of 118 mW was split to form two shear beams, shown as thick

arrows. The flow pattern of dust particles, as sketched here, recirculated in a

pattern of three vortices, elongated so that the flow pattern was straight

within the camera’s field of view (FOV), which was 17:6� 23:4 mm.

Particles within the “inner region” of the FOV were used to obtain spatial

profiles of hydrodynamic quantities. Viscosity values obtained in the smaller

region of interest (ROI) will be our main result.
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recorded as a single video. The crystal runs, which used no

laser manipulation, provide the data needed to measure xpd

and j. To account for any small drifts in these two parame-

ters, we performed crystal runs at the beginning and end of

the entire experiment. In all other runs laser heating was

used, with five runs at each of eight different laser powers.

The five runs consisted of one shear-free run and four

sheared runs. The sheared runs used the shear beams in addi-

tion to the heating beams, and they provide the main results

of this paper.

To illustrate how particle motion is different in these

three kinds of runs (crystal, shear-free, and sheared), Fig. 3

shows the paths of individual particles. The tracks shown

reveal the particle motion during a 0:5 s time interval. In the

crystal runs, the particle motion is so slight that the displace-

ment is almost imperceptible over this time interval in Fig.

3(a). In the sheared runs, the velocities for random thermal

motion and shear flow are comparable, as can be seen by the

lengths of the streaks in Fig. 3(c).

The shear-free runs allowed us to verify that the particle

motion mimicked a thermal equilibrium. This verification

consisted of two tests. First, we verified that the velocity dis-

tribution function is nearly Maxwellian with a q value52 of

�1:07, as compared to unity for a true Maxwellian. Second,

we compared the rms fluctuations of the time series for the

kinetic temperature of a finite number of particles to the

expected value for a canonical ensemble in thermal equilib-

rium. We found that the temperature fluctuations in our

experiment were 1.5 times the canonical temperature fluctua-

tions. This multiple is somewhat higher than in the ideal case

of numerical simulations,53 but it is typical for experiments

with laser-heated dusty plasmas.25

B. Particle and hydrodynamic measurements

We now describe how we obtained the inputs required

to measure viscosity with Eqs. (7)–(9) and temperature using

Eq. (6). The first group of inputs consists of particle positions

and velocities, measured directly from video data. The sec-

ond group of inputs is xpd and j, which we obtained using

the standard phonon spectrum method. The third group con-

sists of the spatial profiles of hydrodynamic quantities, which

were calculated by spatial and temporal averaging of particle

data. Details of the calculations for these groups of data are

presented next.

1. Particle positions and velocities

Particle positions from our images are our primary mea-

surement. We used them to obtain the particle velocities as

we describe below, the interparticle forces using Eq. (3), and

the Wigner-Seitz radius using Eq. (4). We also used them to

assign particles to bins when we prepared spatial profiles

T(x), uðxÞ, and PxyðxÞ.
The position of an individual particle was measured

using an optimized moment method.9,11 This method uses

the intensity in each pixel. In our experiment, a particle’s

image filled about 20–25 pixels. We repeated this measure-

ment of particle coordinates in each of the 4382 video frames

per run. In each frame, typically about 1400 particles

appeared in the camera’s FOV, so that altogether we made

more than 106 particle measurements in each run.

After measuring the particle positions, we obtained their

velocities using the particle tracking velocimetry method.10,11

For each particle identified in frame k, we searched a 20 pixel

radius54 in the next frame kþ 1 to identify the same particle.

We then calculated its velocity simply as the change in posi-

tion divided by the time Dt between frames. Thus, the veloci-

ties were recorded at times ðk þ 0:5ÞDt, while the positions

were recorded at different times, kDt. The inputs for the

instantaneous shear stress Pxy in Eq. (8) include both particle

positions and velocities; for this purpose, we interpolated two

consecutive position measurements so that we obtained Pxy at

time ðk þ 0:5ÞDt using inputs for that specific time.

While the particle measurements are our most precise

data, they are subject to errors which affect the rest of our

analysis. For the particle position measurements, we assessed

the random and systematic errors and determined that the

largest uncertainty was a 60:5 pixel systematic error in the

x coordinate of a particle, due to an imaging artifact. This

FIG. 3. Particle trajectories showing the paths of individual particles in the

2D layer. Images shown here were made by superimposing video frames

recorded during 0:5 s. (a) In a crystal run, the particles were self-organized

with equilibrium positions arranged in a triangular lattice. The particles

moved minutely, but the image analysis methods allowed tracking particle

motion in this crystal to obtain the particle charge Q and screening length k.

In other runs, cold liquid conditions were achieved by applying laser heating

to enhance the random motion of the dust particles, as shown by the trajecto-

ries in (b). In (c), shear beams were also applied; the trajectories reveal a

combination of random thermal motion and a shear flow. Images shown

here were cropped, they do not show the entire FOV.
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artifact was a triangular distortion of each particle’s image

arising from an asymmetry in a filter aperture. In a test, we

verified that this systematic error had a negligible effect on

our final value for the viscosity. This test was performed by

adding additional Gaussian random errors, with an rms value

of 0:5 pixel, and repeating the entire analysis. To achieve

high precision in the velocity measurements, we operated

with a combination of lower flow velocity and higher frame

rate, as compared to some previous experiments.39,40

These measurements of particle position and velocity

are the basis of all our analysis. Depending on the quantity

being calculated, we used either all the particles located in

the camera’s FOV, or only those in a smaller “inner region.”

The inner region excluded from the FOV a narrow border

of width rcut all the way around its perimeter, as shown in

Fig. 2. The quantities that we obtained using the entire FOV

are n, a, xpd, and j. For the hydrodynamic quantities, we

used the smaller inner region for particles denoted as i in

Eqs. (6)–(8), but the full FOV for particles denoted as j in

Eq. (8) for Pxy. By limiting i to the inner region in Eq. (8),

we retained all the interparticle interactions up to the cutoff

radius rcut.

2. Determination of xpd and j

We require experimentally measured values for xpd and

j to calculate Pxy using Eq. (8b). For this purpose, we used

data from our crystal runs in the standard method of fitting

phonon spectra. This method required first calculating a

transverse current from the positions and velocities of all

particles j in the FOV. We then calculated the Fourier trans-

form of this current to yield two experimental spectra, for

longitudinal and transverse motion.55,56 Both spectra were

then fit to theoretical dispersion relations for Yukawa par-

ticles on an ideal triangular lattice;57 we obtained xpd and

j as the two free parameters in this fit.

Our fit results were xpd ¼ 86 s�1 and j ¼ 0:72 at the

beginning of the experiment. These values drifted about 7%,

so that at the end of the experiment, they were 92 s�1 and

0.78, respectively. All the results reported hereafter will use

values of xpd and j interpolated linearly with time between

these starting and ending values.

The uncertainties in xpd and j can be seen in the v2 con-

tours of Fig. 4. We used these contours to obtain not only the

best fit, which is the central minimum, but also to determine

the one-sigma uncertainty, corresponding to the outermost

contour shown.58 This error propagates into the determina-

tion of Pxy using Eq. (8) and therefore contributes an error to

�g; we determined59 this error to be less than 10%. We

believe that this error is the largest of all contributions to the

uncertainty in our results for �g.

The Wigner-Seitz radius was a ¼ 0:307 mm at the

beginning of the experiment. We measured a separately in

every video, and found that the particle spacing gradually

diminished, so that a ¼ 0:298 mm at the end of the

experiment.

The charge, calculated from the separate measurements

of xpd and a, was �15 500 e at the beginning of the experi-

ment. Due to the offsetting trends of xpd and a, we found

that Q was more nearly constant than other particle

parameters, ending the experiment at Q ¼ �15 900 e, assum-

ing a constant mass.

3. Converting particle data to hydrodynamic profiles

Obtaining the viscosity as a function of temperature

required converting our particle-level data for positions and

velocities into hydrodynamic quantities for the dust compo-

nent using Eqs. (6)–(8). The averages denoted by brackets h i
in these equations consist of both temporal and spatial aver-

aging. For the temporal averaging, we exploited the steady

condition of the shear flow by averaging over an entire run.

For the spatial averaging, we used binning.

The spatial binning was designed to provide the required

spatial resolution while exploiting the symmetry of the

experiment. The symmetry of the flow pattern arose from the

straightness of the flow within the FOV, where the flow

velocity u was only in the y direction, i.e., u ¼ uyðxÞŷ. This

symmetry allowed using bins that were long in the y direc-

tion but narrow in the x direction. In fact, in the y direction,

our bins traversed the entire inner region of Fig. 2. In the x
direction, the bins had a narrow width that we chose as

Dx ¼ 0:314 mm � a. This width was chosen as a tradeoff to

provide sufficient spatial resolution while also providing

enough particles per bin, which on average was 41.8, to

allow good statistics.

Assigning particles to bins required a specified weight-

ing of the particles. Rather than “nearest grid-point” weight-

ing, which assigns an entire particle to a single bin l, we used

the smoother “cloud-in-cell” weighting.60 This weighting

distributes a particle’s contribution between two bins, so that

quantities do not change abruptly as a particle moves from

one bin to another.

V. HYDRODYNAMIC PROFILE RESULTS

As a step toward our main result, which will be the vis-

cosity and its temperature dependence, we present in Fig. 5

FIG. 4. Contours of v2 as a function of two fitting parameters, xpd and j.

This fitting of the theoretical dispersion relation to experimental spectra

allows us to obtain the particle charge and screening length. Data shown are

for the crystal run at the start of our experiment. The best fit is at the central

minimum, while uncertainties at a 68.3% confidence level (one-sigma) are

indicated by the outermost contour, for an increase of 2.30 in v2.
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profiles of four hydrodynamic quantities for a representative

sheared run. These profiles show the kinetic temperature

TðxlÞ, flow velocity uyðxlÞ, and shear stress PxyðxlÞ, calcu-

lated using Eqs. (6)–(8) in a bin l centered at xl. Also pre-

sented in Fig. 5(d) are the shear rate cðxlÞ ¼ ðuyðxlþ1Þ
�uyðxl�1ÞÞ=2Dx and the normalized shear rate �cðxlÞ, calcu-

lated using Eq. (12).

The shear rate was small enough to avoid shear thinning

within the region of interest (ROI). The normalized shear

rate is only �c � 0:027 in Fig. 5(d), which is well below the

level of 0.2 for shear thinning to occur according to simula-

tion.46 Previous experimenters generally used much higher

shear rates, with �c as high as 1.2 in Ref. 40 and as high as

0.7 in Ref. 41, according to our estimation.

The temperature profile is uniform across the ROI to

within 65%. This is true for the run shown in Fig. 5(a), and

for all our other sheared runs as well. This uniformity repre-

sents an improvement of two orders of magnitude over the

experiments of Refs. 39 and 41, for example, where the tem-

perature varied by a factor of three across the flows. It is use-

ful that we attained a flat temperature profile so that we can

report a single value for the viscosity in each run.

The conditions for all of our runs, except one, corre-

sponded to a cold liquid. Our dust cloud had an absolute tem-

perature above the melting point, but not twice as high.

Equivalently, the cloud had C less than the melting point Cm,

but within a factor of two of that point. For our experiment,

the value of the melting point Cm is predicted to be in the

range 155–159 depending on j, based on Eqs. (3) and (4) of

Ref. 61, combined with their Fig. 6. Thus, our conditions

were in the range 0:59 < C=Cm < 0:98. The exception was

our coldest run, which had C=Cm ¼ 1:09 and C¼ 170. The

reason that we did not operate at higher temperatures is that

we sought to achieve a uniform temperature profile, which

required distributing the laser heating power over a wide

heating region.62

One limitation of our experiment is that the random par-

ticle motion was anisotropic, as it was in previous experi-

ments that used a pair of laser beams for heating.25,27

The variance of ~vi;y was larger than that of ~vi;x by a ratio

of about 1.4, which is an improvement over the anisotropy

ratio in our previous test.27 Values we report for C are based

on T, computed as in Eq. (6) using both the x and y compo-

nents of ~vi.

VI. VISCOSITY RESULTS

To obtain the viscosity for each sheared run, first we

calculated the ratio �Pxy=c locally from the profiles of Pxy

and c. This ratio is presented as a profile for a representative

run in Fig. 6. We will focus our attention on the 13 filled

data points in the ROI, where this ratio varies only 615%.

Second, exploiting this uniformity and making use of the

constitutive relation Eq. (9), we obtained a single value for

viscosity g in our flow as the spatial average of �Pxy=c

FIG. 5. Spatial profiles, for a representative sheared run, showing (a) the kinetic temperature T from Eq. (6), (b) the flow velocity uy from Eq. (7), (c) the shear

stress Pxy from Eq. (8), and (d) the shear rate c from Eqs. (1) and (12). These profiles were obtained with an input of data for particle positions and velocities,

and they were averaged over spatial bins and time. The data shown span the entire width of the “inner region” of Fig. 2; the ROI is indicated by filled data

points. Within the ROI, the temperature profile in (a) has a high degree of uniformity, with variations of only 65%, while the shear rate in (d) meets the

requirement �c < 0:2 for shear thinning to be insignificant.
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within the ROI. We also averaged the temperature within

the ROI, so that we obtained a single value of C for each run

as well.

Our main result is the temperature dependence of the

viscosity, Fig. 7. Each data point represents one run. The

trend shown in Fig. 7 is that the viscosity increases with C;

in other words, viscosity increases with decreasing tempera-

ture. Our data fit a straight line

�g ¼ 0:0265þ 0:00243C; (14)

with an adjusted R2 of 0.88. We expect that the two fit coeffi-

cients in Eq. (14) should in general depend on j, but our

j varied so little that we are able to fit all our data to a single

line. We note that the linear form of Eq. (14) is not just a

result peculiar to our experiment; it is actually a special case

of the more general empirical form,

aþ bCþ c=C; (15)

often used to describe the temperature dependence of viscos-

ity obtained from simulations.2,46 Our value of C was high

enough that the fit is not improved by including the last term

of Eq. (15), that is why we retain only the first two terms in

our fit of Eq. (14).

Comparing to simulations of Yukawa liquids,2,46,63–65

we observe that the trend of our data agrees with the pre-

dicted monotonic increase of �g with C at low temperatures.

These simulations, which have been performed over much

wider temperature ranges than we could achieve, predict that

viscosity also increases at high temperatures, so that there is

a minimum viscosity at a particular intermediate tempera-

ture. The minimum viscosity, predicted at C of about 20,

corresponds to Cmin ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
c=b

p
in Eq. (15). Our experiment

did not extend to the high temperatures needed to observe

this minimum.

In addition to the similar trend, our viscosity data also

show similar values to simulations. In particular, our exper-

imental viscosity values for j � 0:75 lie between the simu-

lation values for j ¼ 0:5 and j¼ 1.0 in Ref. 46. In that

simulation, a non-equilibrium method was used, with an

applied shear that was weak enough to avoid the effects of

shear thinning.

Compared to three similar previous experiments,39–41

we find that our viscosity values are generally higher, by

a factor as large as two. We attribute this difference

to the design of our experiment and our avoidance of

shear thinning. In support of this argument, we note that

among the previously reported values, the closest to ours

are the several highest viscosity data points on the left

side of Fig. 4 of Hartmann et al.,40 recorded at the loca-

tions far from the shear beam, where the shear rate was

the lowest.

VII. SUMMARY

We performed an experiment to measure viscosity and

its temperature dependence in a 2D dusty plasma with a

steady straight shear flow. We used separate pairs of laser

beams for heating and shear, allowing us to maintain temper-

ature uniformity while avoiding excessive shear rates. The

heating beams provided liquid-like conditions with a temper-

ature that varied only 65% in the ROI. The shear beams

drove a flow that had a shear rate of typically c � 0:20 s�1,

corresponding to a normalized value �c � 0:027. This low

shear rate allowed us to avoid shear thinning.

We obtained the viscosity from the constitutive relation,

Eq. (2). To investigate the viscosity’s temperature depen-

dence, we varied the heating laser power over eight levels,

while the shear laser power was maintained at the same low

value throughout all experimental runs.

Our results for the temperature dependence of viscos-

ity are presented in Fig. 7. We find a trend of viscosity

increasing with C, as predicted by simulations for low-

temperature liquid conditions in a strongly coupled plasma.

Our viscosity values are significantly higher than reported

in previous experiments, probably due to our avoidance of

shear thinning.

FIG. 7. Kinematic viscosity versus inverse temperature, both in dimension-

less units. For each data point, corresponding to one experimental run, the

viscosity shown is the spatial average of �Pxy=c within the ROI as described

in Fig. 6, while C is obtained from Eq. (11). The data fit a straight line,

Eq. (14). The main uncertainty for the x axis is a systematic error arising

from the determination of xpd; this uncertainty could cause the entire data

set shown here to be shifted right or left by 616, in the value of C.

Uncertainties for the y axis include random errors of about 67% in the value

of the viscosity as indicated by the scatter, as well as systematic errors of

<10% arising from the determination of xpd.

FIG. 6. Spatial profile of �Pxy=c, obtained from the Pxy and c profiles of

Fig. 5. We will report a single value for the viscosity by averaging this ratio

within the ROI, where it varies only about 615%. The ROI is indicated by

filled data points.
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